ENews, 10 March 2022 - EXTRACTS

AIM Arts Scholars Brighter Day grants were developed to help museums recover from the
ongoing effects of the Covid pandemic, with a focus on small museums and others that
have found it difficult to access other support.
It has been great to see the range of initiatives that we have been able to help, thanks to the
funding support provided by the Worshipful Company of Arts Scholars Charitable Trust.
Even with a tight turnaround, there was strong interest with applications received from
across the UK, narrowing down to 10 successful organisations.

See the successful projects

Hallmarks at Home
•

30 Mar - From language to
practice; working ethically with
global communities & collections

•

13 Apr - Everything you need to
know about Museums & Galleries
Exhibitions Tax Relief

•

27 Apr - Understanding your
audiences

•

11 May - Volunteering

Click here to book

Statement on Ukraine
AIM condemns the ongoing invasion of
Ukraine by the Russian military and
stands in solidarity with the people of
Ukraine. Read the full statement on our
website.

Read the statement on Ukraine

Latest wave of ALVA
(Association of Leading
Visitor Attractions) visitor
sentiment research
ALVA has been conducting sentiment
research with attractions visitors since
April 2020 and the latest wave, from
February 2022, shows real confidence on
the part of the public to revisit attractions
of all types. But there's a spectrum of
preference and an appetite for attractions
to retain some Covid-safe measures.

Read the research findings

News In Brief
Historic England announces grants to uncover the
nation's hidden working class histories
The grants will fund community-led and people-focused projects
that aim to further the nation’s collective understanding of the
past. The focus will be on heritage that links people to overlooked
historic places, with a particular interest in recognising and
celebrating working class histories. Find out more>>

Update from the cyber security centre
Following Russia’s further violation of Ukraine’s territorial
integrity, the National Cyber Security Centre has called on

organisations in the UK to bolster their online defences. Find out
more about what this means for you>>

